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Colloid–liquid-crystal composites: An unusual soft solid
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Mixing model colloidal particles with a thermotropic nematic liquid crystal results in a soft solid with
significant storage modulus (G8;1032105 Pa). The soft solid comprises a network of particle aggregates,
formed by the exclusion of particles from emergent nematic domains as the mixture is cooled below the
isotropic-nematic transition. The unusually high storage modulus of the colloid–liquid-crystal composites may
be due to the local frustration of nematic order within the particle aggregates. The birefringent soft solid is
potentially important as a switchable electro-optical material that can be readily handled and processed.

PACS number~s!: 83.70.Dk, 83.70.Jr, 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Cz
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Mixing two individually well-known ingredients is an es
tablished route to novel materials. Thus, alloys of ‘‘hard
materials have been produced for more than two millen
@1#. More recently, the investigation of mixtures has a
proved fruitful in soft condensed matter: colloids, polyme
and surfactants, with polymer blends being a particula
well-developed area. For both ‘‘hard’’ and ‘‘soft’’ matte
exploitable mixtures are often metastable states formed
the incomplete demixing of thermodynamically incompatib
parent components. Here we report a soft solid formed
mixing a well-characterized model colloid, stericall
stabilized polymethylmethacrylate~PMMA!, with a well-
characterized thermotropic nematic liquid cryst
4-n-pentyl-48-cyanobiphenyl~5CB!. A suspension of hard
spheres at;10% is an easily pourable liquid, as is 5CB
its nematic phase; the mixture at room temperature, howe
is a birefringent waxy solid with significant storage modul
(G8;1032105 Pa).

Mixtures of colloids and liquid crystals have been t
subject of many studies recently. On the one hand, m
attention has been devoted to how a single particle aff
ordering and induces defects in various mesophases, an
resulting ~anisotropic! forces between two particles in suc
media@2–7#. On the other hand, attempts have been mad
disperse finite concentrations of particles in liquid crysta
Often, most of the particles are expelled, since ordering
their surfaces disrupts the bulk order of the mesophase. M
previous studies overcome this by choosing alyotropic over
a thermotropicliquid crystal as the dispersion medium@8,9#,
the much smaller elastic constants in the former reducing
energy cost of adding particles. The elastic properties of s
a system in the nematic phase were studied by Raghuna
et al. @9# by aligning the samples in a magnetic field. F
particle concentrations up to 2 wt % they observed
change in the elastic constants; however, above this con
tration they were unable to align the samples. The auth
suggest that this ‘‘might be an indication of a drastic chan
in the elastic properties of the medium above this concen
tion.’’ Very recently, Zapotockyet al. @10# have reported
that colloidal dispersions~particle volume fraction f
;0.3%) in a thermotropiccholesteric liquid crystal stabi
lized ‘‘oily streak’’ defects and increased the low-frequen
storage moduli by a factor of two or three times relative
the pure cholesteric phase. These authors state that ‘‘co
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dal particles dispersed in a nematic@liquid crystal# have no
effect on the bulk rheological properties, at least at sm
volume fractions.’’ Our experiments focus on the unexplor
concentrated regime and show that higher volume fracti
of particles in a thermotropic nematic liquid crystal can ha
dramatic rheological effects.

The particles we used were nearly monodisperse PM
spheres sterically stabilized with chemically grafted poly-1
hydroxystearic acid, radiusa5250 nm, initially dispersed in
cis-decalin at approximately 30% volume fraction. Thus s
pended, these particles behave as nearly perfect hard sp
@11#. We evaporated off the solvent to provide dry particle
which were then redispersed in liquid crystal 5CB at
62 °C by sonicating and slowly tumbling in an oven. At th
temperature, pure 5CB is in its isotropic phase~isotropic-
nematic transition temperatureTIN'35 °C). Particle–liquid-
crystal composites with particle volume fractions 2%<f
<20% were prepared. In all cases, when the mixture w
cooled from;44 °C to room temperature (25 °C), a wax
solid resulted~Fig. 1!. The mixtures became fluid again o
reheating to temperaturesT.35 °C.

To gain insight into the structure of this soft solid w

FIG. 1. A slice of the colloid–liquid-crystal composite, partic
volume fractionf520%. At room temperature it is sufficiently
rigid to slice with a knife and engrave. It is shown resting on
paper clip to illustrate sample dimensions.
R6083 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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performed bright-field microscopic observations of comp
ites contained within 0.4 mm thick flat capillaries. In ea
case, the sample was initially at 45 °C. At this temperatu
all samples appeared homogeneous, showing no particle
gregates above 1mm ~the resolution limit of the microscop
used!. Samples were then cooled at a fixed rate to 25 °C
all cases the isotropic-nematic transition was clearly mar
by the sudden appearance of a birefringent texture wh
coarsened over a small temperature interval ('1°C), after
which there was no further change in appearance. Be
TIN , the birefringent texture of the liquid crystal obscur
the particles from view. However, heating the sample ab
TIN removed the birefringence, leaving the underlying p
ticle structure intact and observable for up to a minute. F
ures 2~a! and 2~b! show the typical particle structure, a
aggregate network, for composites off55% and 2%, re-
spectively. Very recently, this aggregated particle netw
was observed in thenematicphase of the liquid crystal usin
confocal microscopy@12#. In general, the details of the struc
ture observed depend on the cooling rate as well as the
ticle volume fraction. Extensive microscopic observatio
suggest the sample morphology is determined by the ph
transition kinetics of the liquid crystal, as shown schema
cally in Figs. 3~a! to 3~c!. Growing nematic droplets expe
particles, because the homeotropic alignment of the m
ecules at the particle surface@13# leads to defects and long
range director distortions~which are energetically unfavor
able!. These expelled particles become trapped betw
droplets of pure nematic liquid, forming an interconnect
network of particles.

To quantify the mechanical properties of the compos

FIG. 2. Micrographs of the typical particle structure, an agg
gate network, in the colloid–liquid-crystal composite. The parti
structure is viewed by heating the sample aboveTIN , removing the
obscuring birefringent texture. Particle volume fraction~a! f
55%, ~b! f52%. The initial cooling rate for both samples wa
10 °C min21. The scale bar is 100mm.
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we performed small-amplitude oscillatory viscoelastic me
surements at 1 Hz, strain amplitude 2%, and a cons
cooling rate of 3.5 °C min21. The storage and loss modu
(G8 and G9) as a function of sample temperatureT for a
f55% composite are shown in Fig. 4. Close to the pu
5CB isotropic-nematic transition temperature (TIN'35 °C)
we observe a sudden increase inG8 by four orders of mag-
nitude to .102 Pa. The storage modulus continues to
crease gradually with further cooling to;103 Pa. Qualita-
tively similar behavior is observed for composites at oth
particle volume fractions, with the low temperatureG8 an
increasing function off, reaching ;105 Pa for the f
520% composite.

-

FIG. 3. Stages in the formation of the composite morpholo
shown schematically, based on optical microscopy observations~a!
The isotropic dispersion: the colloidal particles~black circles! are
dispersed homogeneously in the isotropic phase of 5CB~white!. ~b!
The kinetic mechanism by which the particle network is formed:
the isotropic-nematic transition the colloidal particles are expe
from the emergent nematic droplets~grey regions!. The mixture
therefore separates into pure~particle-free! nematic domains sepa
rated by~particle-rich! isotropic regions. The nematic domains co
tinue to grow until the network morphology is fully developed. Th
final result,~c!, is therefore largely determined by the phase tran
tion kinetics of the liquid crystal.

FIG. 4. Oscillatory viscoelastic measurements (1 Hz, am
tude 2%) for a composite of particle volume fractionf55%, as
the sample is cooled from the isotropic to the nematic phase~at
3.5 °C min21). A transition from a fluid to a viscoelastic solid i
evident from the dramatic increase of both the storage modulusG8
~solid circles! and the loss modulusG9 ~solid triangles!. The tem-
perature at which this transition occurs is close to the isotrop
nematic transition temperature of the pure liquid crystal mate
(TIN'35 °C, dotted line!. The nematic to crystal transition occur
at about 24 °C in the pure material but, in practice, requires sign
cant undercooling and does not affect our observations.
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Strong particle interactions are necessary to form suc
soft solid. First we may inquire about any intrinsic attracti
between the particles, irrespective of the degree of orde
the solvent~e.g., van der Waals force!. Such forces are ob
viously present, as indicated by steady-shear viscosity m
surements on the isotropic composites (T545 °C), which
were significantly higher than those for hard-sphere susp
sions. However, they must be negligible compared to
interactions required to form the nematic soft solid, as m
croscopic observation of a suspension of particlesf
510%) in the isotropic liquid crystal (T545 °C) showed no
significant particle aggregation over 24 h, and the Brown
motion of the particles was evident. On reheating a ne
formed colloid–liquid-crystal composite from the nema
into the isotropic phase, the aggregates sediment and b
up, most of the particles redisperse, and the mixture beco
fluid again, i.e., the process is essentially reversible.

A more likely source of strong attraction is that arisin
from the disturbance of the ordering in the nematic phase
the particle surfaces. A simple estimate for the elastic mo
lus can be made on the basis of previous investigations
dilute suspensions. Pairs of particles in a nematic host in
act ~anisotropically! in order to minimize elastic distortion
energy of the director field, resulting in an effective attra
tion between the particles@5–7#. This energy is of orderU
;Ka, whereK is a typical Frank elastic constant for a the
motropic liquid crystal (;10211 J m21) anda is the particle
radius (;1 mm), resulting in interaction energies o
;1000kBT. From the interaction energyU an estimate of the
elastic modulus is given byG8;fU/a3;fK/a2 which, for
f55%, a5250 nm and K510211 J m21, gives G8
;10 Pa, an underestimate by two orders of magnitude c
pared to the experimental result.

A different physical picture seems necessary to und
stand the mechanical properties of colloid–liquid-crys
composites. The following speculative description based
competing molecular interactions is promising. Specifica
the particle-rich regions provide a complex, confining geo
etry within which nematic order is severely frustrated~as-
suming homeotropic anchoring is preserved!. The gaps be-
tween close-packed particles~only several tens of
nanometers across! thus contain locally melted isotropic ma
terial ~Fig. 5!. This is analogous to the core of a disclinatio
in a nematic liquid crystal. The estimate of correspond
energy density is well known and given byK/j2 @14#, where
j is the nematic coherence length~typically *10 nm). The
elastic modulus is obtained from the product of this ene
density and the total volume fraction of melted mater
(;0.3f, i.e., the volume fraction of the gaps between t
close-packed particles!. This gives G851500 Pa for f
55% andG856000 Pa forf520%, substantially closer to
the experimental values. This argument needs to be de
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oped to explain why the energy cost of melting the nema
is less than that incurred by overcoming the homeotro
anchoring at the particle surface. This may be related to
depression of the isotropic-nematic transition temperatur
highly confined geometries@15# and a mechanism of particl
aggregation by phase separation. In any event, we stress
the storage modulus of this composite is anomalously h
and cannot easily be deduced from the known propertie
the parent components.

To conclude, we have shown that mixing colloidal pa
ticles with a thermotropic nematic liquid crystal results in
soft solid with an unexpectedly high storage modulus. T
exotic composite comprises an interconnected network
particle aggregates, formed by the exclusion of partic
from emergent nematic droplets as the mixture is cooled
low the isotropic-nematic transition. The unusually high st
age modulus of the colloid–liquid-crystal composites may
due to the local frustration of nematic order within the pa
ticle aggregates. Finally, we note that the colloid–liqu
crystal composite is a switchable electro-optical mater
Preliminary experiments have shown that thin ('10 mm)
PMMA-5CB composites can be aligned with moderate vo
ages (*3 V), with the particle network not substantiall
perturbed by the switching. Since the colloid–liquid-crys
composites are soft solids at room temperature, they ma
simply cut and moulded as required, potentially giving the
significant advantages in handling and processing over c
ventional liquid crystalline materials.

We thank Mike Cates for many helpful discussions. Th
work was funded by a ROPA from the EPSRC~Grant No.
GR/K92320!.

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the proposed molecular
der within particle aggregates~large spheres are particles, sma
dark rods are liquid crystal molecules!. The equilibrium state of the
bulk liquid crystal is nematic~light grey regions!. The gaps between
close-packed particles contain locally melted isotropic mate
~white region!, analogous to the core of a disclination in a nema
liquid crystal.
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